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Production RenderingSpringer, 2004
In the past, rendering systems used a range of different approaches, each compatible and able to handle certain kinds of images. However, the last few years have seen the development of practical techniques, which bring together many areas of research into stable, production ready rendering tools. Written by experienced graphics software...
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Professional BlackBerryWrox Press, 2005
Professional BlackBerry
Enabling users to stay connected with wireless access to calendars, corporate data, real-time e-mail, and a phone, BlackBerry devices have experienced an explosion in popularity. Many would argue that they have become a business necessity. In the first book to deal with the support and development of BlackBerry devices,...
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Modern C++ Design: Generic Programming and Design Patterns AppliedAddison Wesley, 2001
Modern C++ Design is an  important book. Fundamentally, it demonstrates 'generic patterns' or 'pattern  templates' as a powerful new way of creating extensible designs in C++--a new  way to combine templates and patterns that you may never have dreamt was  possible, but is. If your work involves...
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Professional Silverlight 2 for ASP.NET Developers (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Our overarching goal in writing this book was to give ASP.NET developers the power to quickly and easily create visually stunning Internet applications, coupled with rich interactivity to fully immerse the user in a new online experience. Silverlight gives you everything you need to do just this, and in serious style!
As well as taking you...
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Dynamic Taxonomies and Faceted Search: Theory, Practice, and Experience (The Information Retrieval Series)Springer, 2009

	Current search paradigms for the Web, direct access through search engines and
	navigational access via static taxonomies, have recently been strongly criticized.
	A third paradigm, dynamic taxonomies or faceted search, is gaining acceptance to
	the extent that it is now the de facto standard in product selection for e-commerce.
	This new...
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Rapid Mobile Enterprise Development for Symbian OS: An Introduction to OPL Application Design and ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A guide to programming Symbian OS smartphones using OPL (The Open Programming Language): a simple to learn, open-source scripting language, ideal for fast-track development of enterprise applications.
 This book provides a hands-on development environment for both the experienced and aspiring programmer, demonstrating the ease of use of Symbian...
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Web Communities: Analysis and ConstructionSpringer, 2005
The rapid development of Web technology has made the World Wide Web an important and popular application platform for disseminating and searching information as well as conducting business. However, due to the lack of uniform schema for Web documents, the low precision of most search engines and the information explosion on the World Wide Web, the...
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Hands On Google Cloud SQL and Cloud Spanner: Deployment, Administration and Use Cases with PythonApress, 2019

	Discover the methodologies and best practices for getting started with Google Cloud Platform relational services – CloudSQL and CloudSpanner.
	
		

		
			The book begins with the basics of working with the Google Cloud Platform along with an introduction to the database technologies available for developers from Google...
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Encyclopedia of Parallel ComputingSpringer, 2012


	Parallelism, the capability of a computer to execute operations concurrently, has been a constant throughout the

	history of computing. It impacts hardware, software, theory, and applications. The fastest machines of the past few

	decades, the supercomputers, owe their performance advantage to parallelism. Today, physical limitations...
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Electric Machines: Steady State, Transients, and Design with MATLAB®CRC Press, 2009

	
		Ubiquitous in daily life, electric motors/generators are used in a wide variety of applications, from home appliances to internal combustion engines to hybrid electric cars. They produce electric energy in all electric power plants as generators and motion control that is necessary in all industries to increase productivity, save...
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The Art of SEOO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The book before you is designed to be a complete and thorough education on search engine
	
		optimization for SEO practitioners at all levels. This second edition has been completely
	
		revamped and updated from the first edition, taking into account the changes in the search
	
		engine industry and the rising influence of...
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Unity 3.x Game Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2011

	When we began creating Unity, we were just three programmers working on
	a beautiful little game. There weren't any good game engines that one could
	license without putting down wads of cash, so we created our own. We eventually decided that we enjoyed the challenge of making great tools even more than making games, and after some soul...
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